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Your plain-English, full-color guide to the Nikon D7200 Your Nikon D7200 comes packed with

enough power to satisfy even seasoned photographers. Unfortunately, it doesn't come with an easy

guide on how to adjust the camera's settings to get the photos you want. That's where Nikon D7200

For Dummies comes in! Brimming with the tips, tricks, and friendly instruction you'd gain in a basic

photography course, it shows you how to get the very most out of your new Nikon

D7200Ã¢â‚¬â€•without losing your cool. Written by an experienced photographer and photography

teacher, this fun, no-nonsense guide quickly gets you up and running on taking your first photos in

automatic mode, then moves on to help you grasp more advanced features, like controlling

exposure, adjusting color and focus for better results, using scene modes and priority modes,

shooting portraits, action shots, outdoor shots, and night imagesÃ¢â‚¬â€•and so much more. 

Navigate your camera's buttons, dials, and settings Apply pro tricks to get better color, focus, and

sharpness from your images Control exposure settings and jump from auto mode to manual Make

sense of tricky material through full-color explanations of core photography concepts  If you're the

proud new owner of a Nikon D7200, but don't have a tonÃ¢â‚¬â€•or anyÃ¢â‚¬â€•experience with

cameras, this hands-on guide will have you taking photos like a pro in no time!
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Learn to:  Navigate your camera&#39;s buttons, dials, and settings Apply pro tricks to manipulate



exposure, color, and focus Take advantage of built-in Wi-Fi and other updated features  Your

full-color guide to the Nikon D7200 Are you the proud new owner of a Nikon D7200, but don&#39;t

have a ton&#151;or any&#151;experience with cameras? Have no fear! This fun, no-nonsense

guide will have you snapping picture-perfect shots in no time. Written in plain English and packed

with tons of helpful instruction, it&#39;ll get you up and running on getting the photos you

want&#151;fast.   Hello, beautiful &#151; prep your new camera for initial use, check out its external

controls, navigate menus, get familiar with the lens, work with memory cards, and review essential

picture-taking options  Photographer in the making &#151; shift out of Auto mode to take charge of

exposure, control focus and depth of field, master color controls, and shoot, view, and trim movies 

After the shot &#151; review your photos, use Retouch menu tools to make great shots better, and

transfer your best images to computer, tablet, or phone  Open the book and find:  Steps for

changing picture size and file type The best ways to work with the flash Keys to perfect portraits and

stunning landscapes Pro tips for capturing action and nighttime shots Dozens of ways to customize

your camera Advice on choosing the right exposure and focus modes How to process a Raw (NEF)

file Tips on playing with special effects

Julie Adair King&#39;s history as a digital photography author dates back to 1997 with the

publication of the first edition of Digital Photography For Dummies. Since then she has authored

over 50 books on digital photography, cameras, and photo editing and design software. She also

teaches workshops at various locations including the Palm Beach Photographic Centre.

This is a very informative ebook. It has decided me. I will be getting a Nikon D7200 one day soon. I

will also be getting a Nikon D500 before long. It pays to have a backup camera when out on

important shoots, and the Nikon D7200 will become my new backup camera, while the Nikon D500

will become my new primary camera. I have also read several D500 ebooks, which decided me on

that camera. I like to research potential purchases ahead of time, and ebooks like this have helped

me do so.

Awesome book and highly recommended. I easily found topics and info in this book that I couldn't in

the user manual (or was hard to find).

Great reference book. I was a seasoned film photographer and finally took the plunge into digital

photography. As this was my first real digital camera, I found this book very helpful. Nikon has a



good owner's manual but this book is easier to read, larger, and has great reference pictures. It

made learning a completely new electronic system easy.

This makes getting used to my new camera a breeze. Easy to understand and an easy read. Just

use to look up items as needed.

This book really helped me learn how to use this camera. I most definitely jumped into the deep end

with this NIKON D7200, and the NIKON D7200 For Dummies has answered every question I have

had so far. Thank you! 5 stars for sure. Phil Thomas.

A really helpful book for understanding this camera.

Good reading, author at times digress.

Not what I expected
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